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Dresden Block Tutorial 
By Jenna Excell, www.SewHappyGeek.co.uk 
© Copyright 2012 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

 

 
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING! 

 
Ingredients:  

• {1x} 20.5” x 20.5” Background Square but I totally recommend you cut I totally recommend you cut I totally recommend you cut I totally recommend you cut 
it larger it larger it larger it larger (say, 22” x 22”) and trim when you go to sew the blocks all 
together. (If you DON’T want your diamond to connect all the way 
around – see http://www.flickr.com/photos/sewhappygeek/7561215968/in/pool-

sewintertwinedqal) OROROROR 
• 4x 10.5” background squares if you want your inner diamond to 

connect all the way around (see 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sewhappygeek/7561216532/in/pool-

sewintertwinedqal) 
• A total of {20} Dresden wedges – see pdf download for template or use 

an Easy Dresden ruler 
• {1x} Circle Unit – see pdf download for template or use a drinking 

glass... 
 
A little of how dresdens work: To count up how many dresdens you’d need for 
a full circle, you need to know what degree the angle is on your dresden 
template/ruler. Ours is 18°. Divide 360 (there are 360 degrees in a circle, 
remember?) by the degree of your ruler. In our case that’s 360° divided by 18° 
= 20.  
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Now move on to the blades themselves. As the photo caption says, fold the top edge 
of your dresden wedge in half, lengthwise, with RST. Sew ¼” seam and clip the 
inside corner (to make turning it out easier). GENTLY press the seam open. 
GENTLY!!! 

 
Flip the pointed edge you’ve just made towards the back of the wedge (the wrong 
side). Try to centre it so the seam is pointing straight down, then press the edges in 
place. 

 
Repeat for all 20 wedges. 
 
Sew wedges in groups of 5, then sew the units together to make a full circle. Press Press Press Press 
seams all going in one direction seams all going in one direction seams all going in one direction seams all going in one direction –––– this will make your dresden fan lay flat. Don’t  this will make your dresden fan lay flat. Don’t  this will make your dresden fan lay flat. Don’t  this will make your dresden fan lay flat. Don’t 
press them open!press them open!press them open!press them open!    
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Centre the circle in the middle of your 22” square (fold in half twice to find the 
middle), press gently from the centre outwards so there aren’t any ‘bubbles’ and pin 
like crazy! Then carefully edgestitch the blades down.  
    
    
    
The inner circle:The inner circle:The inner circle:The inner circle:    

    
    
There are a couple of options. Probably the easiest one is to cut 2 circles, one out of 
light fusible interfacing and the other out of your chosen fabric. Place the fabric 
circle RST with the fusible side of the interfacing and carefully run a ¼” SA around 
the entire circle. 

 
Then carefully pull the interfacing away from the fabric and cut a small hole in it. 
Also make small clips in the SA around the outside to make turning easier. Turn the 
entire unit right side out through the little hole. IT IS VITALLY IMPORTANT 
THAT YOU DO NOT IRON IT YET!  You’ll have to use a chopstick or turning device 
to get the edges all neat and perfect, and finger press it. 
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When you’re happy with the shape, place it in the middle of your dresden circle and 
carefully iron in place, making sure the fusible glue melts properly. After it cools and 
sets, you can run an edgestitch around the edge to keep in place.  

 
 
Of course your other option is to just use 2 pieces of fabric and repeat the little cut 
and turn technique. This method allows you to iron before placing in the middle and 
stitching it down. Then simply edgestitch around your lovely fabric circle! (I 
recommend finding a drinking glass that’s big enough to cover the circle adequately.) 
 

If you are planning to have the diamond meet upIf you are planning to have the diamond meet upIf you are planning to have the diamond meet upIf you are planning to have the diamond meet up (see the Flickr group for the quilt 
options: http://www.flickr.com/groups/sewintertwinedqal/), you may choose to 
download the dresden background template. Here’s how to use it: 
  

 
Cut a 10.5” square and glue or pin carefully to the back (blank) side of the template 

you printed 
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Paper piece a strip of fabric to the ‘A2’ spot in the corner. Trim off the little corner 
piece. 
 

 
Use the corner piece you just trimmed to piece in the ‘A3’ corner. 
 
Then with your dresden blades sewn into groups of five, sew them to the background 
square as described above and sew the four ‘blocks’ together to form one large 
dresden fan. 
 


